This article first recalls our previous research on the original approach on productive labour, which goes from Petty to Genovesi (1767). That approach, being mainly empirical, divided jobs into more or less productive. The other most important approaches came later: Quesnay founded productive labour on surplus, Condillac on utility, Smith on exchange value. All of them gave the concept a more rigorous, but also more rigid shape: jobs were divided into productive or unproductive once and for all. Moreover social utility and productive nature of labour became separated qualities. Smith's concern was to fight the waste of the aristocrats, which fed unproductive labour and subtracted resources from investment and productive labour. But for Smith public services and intellectual labour are unproductive because their product is not material. So, he puts the seeds of the dissolution of his own theory. The following decades witness a confrontation between the physiocratic and the Smithian approach. In the end the latter prevails, but its inconsistencies emerge.
Introduction
The economic distinction between productive and unproductive labour is not born with Quesnay and Smith, as most economists still believe. It originates with Petty, whose long reflections on the issue started as early as 1644. He wanted to find out which occupations could yield more and which less. On these findings the economic policy depended for fostering the first jobs and discouraging the others. Petty's reflections generated a keen debate among the English authors in the 17 th century and also in other nations in the 18 th2 . During the Enlightenment the discussion intensified, and different interpretations on productive labour were put forward, generally linked to different views of long run development. Among them, four conceptions emerged as the most important and influential. In the classical period the concept of productive labour was linked to the production of profit. The theme declined only after the rise of neo-classical theory, until it was declared a false problem in the 20 th century 3 . But -irony of history -while Schumpeter was describing this issue as a "dusty piece of museum", a revival of it had already started. The new debate reached its peak in the 1970s, focusing on Smith's and Marx's treatments. Then it dropped abruptly. Today our economy is undergoing so deep a crisis and so radical a transformation about labour and industrial relations that maybe this old distinction can tell us something useful. * In a previous work we have surveyed just the first of the four streams of thought we have mentioned before (although today we would change something of that treatment, especially the analysis of Cantillon and the references to Smith) 4 . This stream derives directly from Petty, reaches its peak with Genovesi in 1767 and lasts more or less up to the 1780s. It distinguishes itself for a more empirical and flexible approach. However just in 1767 three important authors opened the crisis of this stream: James Steuart ignored the distinction, Graslin and Ferguson radically criticised it.
The present article is the continuation of the one just mentioned. Here we examine the other three main Enlightenment's approaches to the theme, due to Quesnay and the physiocrats, Condillac and Smith. All of them propose more rigorous definitions of productive labour, in order to analyse accumulation. Quesnay connects the concept to the production of surplus; Smith defines it through the production of (exchange) value. Less successful at the time -but much more in the following century -was Condillac's interpretation of the concept, based on utility. The essence of these contributions are well known, but examining them in continuity with the previous and the following analyses of the subject can cast new light on the whole problem.
In section 2 we will synthesise, very briefly, the Petty-Genovesi stream, already described. In section 3 we will shortly remind the well-known physiocratic thesis, and examine Condillac's view. Then we will examine Smith's analysis (section 4); the debate about physiocracy on productive labour (section 5), finally the first followers and critics of Smith's solution (section 6).
On the pre-Smithian approach and Genovesi
Before Petty, the distinction between occupations was generally of a moral nature. Pre-modern authors condemn the jobs linked to entertainment and pleasure, like actors, musicians, acrobats, perfumers, confectioners and prostitutes 5 . William Petty ranks occupations in terms of earnings, then according to the contribution they give to the country's stock (the more durable products give a bigger contribution), finally according to the products which are more suitable for the accumulation of wealth (production of wage-goods and of means of production; investigation for technical progress) 6 . In Petty the concept of accumulation gradually shifts from the material stock of commodities to the idea of annual reproduction.
That of Petty was an empirical approach, which classified occupations according to their being more or less productive. The more productive sectors were to be enlarged; the less productive ones were to be checked, in order to avoid a number of workers employed beyond the need of the society; the useless jobs were to be discouraged. All the authors who followed Petty substantially kept this flexible view of the problem, caring little about theoretical definitions.
This flexible approach found its best illustration in Antonio Genovesi, from Naples. This author provides an evolutionary view of development. He describes society with the metaphor, rather frequent in his time, of the pyramid. At the basis of the pyramid there are the most numerous categories of manual workers (peasants, artisans, manufacturers). They perform the most necessary work, and their number is never excessive. The superior steps progressively decrease in the number of people employed. They perform jobs less and less useful. At the top there is intellectual labour (arts and investigation)
7 . In such a way Genovesi confirms the relative nature of the distinction. No occupation is productive or unproductive in an absolute sense. They are rather more or less productive, according to their usefulness. The author says that professional, administrative and intellectual jobs are "indirectly productive", because they create the necessary conditions for the production of the material goods, which satisfy our needs 8 . Indirectly productive occupations must be checked,
Quesnay and Condillac
In the 1750s Quesnay started publishing a series of essays with a new approach to the question. The founder of physiocracy linked productive labour to the production of surplus in a much stricter way than Petty and Cantillon had done. His approach makes productive labour become a fundamental issue in economic analysis. Quesnay provides for the first time a rational explanation of the general process of production, exchange, distribution and reproduction of wealth. He also defines the social classes according to the role each of them has in the reproduction cycle. The new wealth generated in every cycle is the surplus. Only the labour which produces the surplus can be called productive. This is agricultural labour, because the surplus is generated only in agriculture by applying human labour to land.
Quesnay borrows from Boisguilbert and Cantillon the idea that landowners' consumption is the starting point of the distribution process. However his main concern is to introduce capitalist modernisation in agriculture. This, according to him, is the only way to make development start. Then farmers' initiative is the starting point of the production process.
In Quesnay a gap appears between productive and useful occupations that till now had been considered the same thing. The activities of manufacture and commerce are certainly useful, he says; however they are sterile, because they can only reproduce what artificers or merchants consume during their performance 10 . He explains:
One must distinguish the value of products that are reborn (productions renaissantes) from the value of expenditures which are a pure cost. In fact, spending is not an act of production; and the reimbursement of this spending, when it is not done for the rebirth (renaissance) of the riches produced by nature, is itself a new expenditure. 15 . Non-agricultural activities can yield a profit, because of the increase in the price of their products, but they cannot generate a surplus, because they only transform the products generated in agriculture 16 . They represent a mere exchange between present and future goods (Quesnay: 1766a, pp. 753-755). Manufacturing labour is only an expense (ibid.). Quesnay gives the example of the shoemaker: in his activity, "is there not, one will ask, the production of a pair of shoes? No, because if you distinguish the raw material of this pair of shoes from the form of the product, you find only the processing carried out by the shoemaker, the value of which is pure expenditure made for his subsistence" (ibid., 753-4). Then artisan's labour is only an exchange between present and future goods: "the workman does not produce the raw material of his product; he buys it and resells it with the product, so he can only be seen as a merchant who resells" (ibid. 754). Like the merchant, the artisan makes an exchange. However, since the exchange is "between equal values (de valeur pour valeur égale)", "it produces nothing" (ibid. 753). It causes "no loss or gain on one side or the other" Quesnay's view was also encouraged by the great importance that 18 th century authors attached to agriculture. In the previous centuries, it had progressed very little, because of the strong opposition of the landlords to any modernisation.
On the other hand Quesnay expresses a very common attitude, which tends to consider land and the primary sector as the only real source of wealth (this attitude probably explains why he had so many followers even after Smith's criticism). The same attitude is very frequent in ancient authors -especially in Aristotle and his pupils, in Cicero (cited at length by Quesnay) See Denis 1904, 140-41. 23 See again Quesnay 1767, note to maxim IX, 964-5; and also Perrotta 2004, 24-5, 29-30, 37-9, 79 Although Condillac is not really concerned with surplus or exchange value, he is concerned with utility. And even though artisans do not add new value to the product, they add wealth because the latter depends on utility. There is no doubt, says the author, that artificers add utility to row materials and increase the ability of these materials to satisfy our needs. The wealth which derives from agricultural labour (landed wealth) only refers to our natural needs, and cannot be extended beyond them. On the contrary, mobile wealth, which is produced by manufactures and commerce, satisfies our artificial needs. Since the latter have no limits, mobile wealth can be accumulated 25 . Here Condillac, under the influence of Graslin, takes a path which drives him very far from Quesnay. In the exchange -he says -we give a good less useful to us for a good more useful. Thus, although the relative values of the goods exchanged do not vary, the respective utilities vary, because they increase for both exchangers. Then exchange increases the general utility (i.e. wealth) of society 26 . Condillac draws important consequences from his thesis. First, commerce as such acquires a great importance in his analysis (not only commerce of agricultural goods, as it is in the physiocrats). Commerce is the stream that carries goods from the place where they are superfluous to another place where they have more value 27 . On the other hand, financial merchants get rich without enriching the state 28 . Besides -being a utopian, as his brother Mably -Condillac criticises luxury goods: they subtract wealth to the production of necessaries 29 . Then, while Condillac previously stated that only agricultural occupations are productive, in 1776, influenced by Graslin, he maintains that all jobs are productive "when all things go on properly" (whilst in the periods of disorder great riches are wasted) 30 . With the exception of proprietors who do nothing, all citizens get their wages from one another, i.e. from those to whom they sell their products 31 . Also merchants and artisans contribute to the production of wealth. A society which lives just on agriculture is poor. Even the public administration and the clergy contribute to the growth of wealth. . However Graslin and Condillac's versions will be the most influential in the following literature. 24 Condillac 1776, I.6, 255a; I.9, 261b-62a. 25 Ibid., I.1, 244b-46a. 26 Ibid., I.6, 254b-57a; I.9, 262b. Cp. Graslin 1767, I.2, 13.27; I.5, 48-58. See also Lebeau 1903, ch. 1; Meoli 1961, ch. 2. 27 Condillac 1776, I.6-7, 256b-58b; I.30, 318b 28 Condillac 1758 -65a, X.4, 169b. 29 Ibid. 1758 1758-65b, IV.9, 113b-16a; 1776, I.27, 309b-10b . 30 Condillac 1758-65a, X.4, 169b. See also Condillac 1776, I.7-10, 258b-63b. Cp. Graslin 1767, I.2, 25; I.10, 111. 31 Condillac 1776, 259b. 32 Ibid., I.7, 258a; I.29, 314b-15a. 33 See Schumpeter 1949, II.3.4.c, 175-6, who The great majority of Enlightenment authors were anxious to extend productive labour in order to foster accumulation. As a consequence, they saw the waste and ostentatious luxury practiced by the aristocrats as the main obstacle to accumulation. It was an unproductive use of wealth. As Pietro Verri denounced, the aristocrats' way of life subtracted wealth to the annual reproduction process 35 . Aristocracy's incomes did not derive from profits, but from rents. And their use was parasitic like their source. The stringent economic analyses of the Enlightenment's authors on this point are enriched by a noble moral tone. Such a struggle against waste found in Smith its champion.
Adam Smith
Smith introduces the theme in the chapter devoted to the accumulation of capital (book II, ch. 3). In the feudal economy, he says, the part of produce invested as capital was very little, while the greatest part of it was wasted, as income, in ostentatious luxury consumption 36 . This is why the feudal economy was so poor. The vast majority of workers, employed by the aristocracy in various services, was unproductive. On the contrary, in modern economies a great part of the produce is invested and the majority of people are productive labourers who produce more and more profit. What decides about the wealth of a country is the proportion in which the produce is employed as capital or consumed as income, i.e. the proportion between productive and unproductive workers (II.3.4-8). The author particularly insists on the unproductive nature of the numerous menial servants maintained by the rich (II.3.1, II.3.7).
Smith sets the morality of a frugal and affluent society, with great investments and numerous productive workers, against the corruption of the aristocratic society, living in luxury and idleness, and surrounded by poverty (II.3.9-13). The inhabitants of the cities with an extended trade are active and industrious, he says, while those of the cities where a court resides become "idle, dissolute, and poor" (II.3.12). Prodigality makes society poor, whilst parsimony makes it rich (II.3.14-20). Patten writes that Smith -although he never cited James Steuart -greatly appreciated his treatment of the balance between demand and production, which leads to the same conclusions 37 . Generally Smith's followers (except for the German ones) and even historians have neglected this great vision, founded on history, of the issue of productive labour. They have ignored the struggle undertaken by Smith and the other Enlightenment's authors against the parasitic customs of the aristocracy which hindered European development. Deprived of these basic elements and unawares of the pre-Smithian long debate, historians have often reduced the question of productive labour to little more than a logical puzzle. On turn, such an impoverishment of the issue focused the attention on the formal aspects of Smith's analysis and overrated its contradictions.
Let us see the analytical problems raised by Smith's approach. Firstly, the author changes the definition of productive labour proposed by Quesnay, but keeps the latter's separation between usefulness and productive nature of occupations. He is not worried about the inherent contradiction of such a separation (how can it be that some useful occupations do not contribute to the production of social wealth?). On the contrary, he ignores the category of "indirectly productive", proposed by Genovesi, and provides a radical version of this paradox 38 . He writes: "The labour of some of the most respectable orders of the society is, like that of menial servants, unproductive of any value". For example, the sovereign, public officers, soldiers "are maintained by a part of the annual produce of the industry of other people. Their service, how honourable, how useful and how necessary so ever, produces nothing for which an equal quantity of service can afterwards be procured" (II.3.2). In the same class, he adds, must be ranked "some of the gravest and most important, and some of the most frivolous professions". Here Smith repeats very closely one of Petty's lists of unproductive jobs (see above), without citing the source: "churchmen, lawyers, physicians, men of letters of all kinds; players, buffoons, musicians, opera-singers, opera-dancers, etc." (ibid.). Then there are occupations very useful but unproductive, since they do not produce value.
Productive labour, the author explains, is the labour "which adds to the value of the subject upon which it is bestowed" (II.3.1). This is the case of the manufacturer, whose labour adds "to the value of the materials which he works upon, that of his own maintenance, and of his master's profit". The labour of the manufacturer "fixes and realises itself in some particular subject or vendible commodity, which lasts for some time at least after that labour is past. It is "a certain quantity of labour stocked and stored up" (ibid.). For this reason also artisans are productive (II.3.18, II.3.41).
On the contrary, the services of the menial servant, like those of the actor, the orator or the musician, "generally perish in the very instant of their performance" (II.3.1). The same holds for public professions. Here the effect of the labour of one year -in terms of protection, security and defence -"will not purchase" the same things for the next year; because, "like the declamation of the actor […] or the tune of the musician", "the work of all of them perishes in the very instant of its production" (II. 3.2) 39 . In the chapter devoted to physiocracy, Smith makes his view even clearer. After perfectly synthesising that theory (IV.9.1-28), he states that its main mistake is to believe that artisans, manufacturers and merchants are sterile (IV.9.29) 40 . He concedes that agricultural workers are more productive because they produce, beside the funds which sustain them, also a rent (a concession for which he has been reproached) 41 . But, he says, this does not mean that the other workers are sterile; as it is not sterile a marriage which produces only a son and a daughter (IV.9.30). Artisans, manufacturers and merchants cannot be confused with menial servants, whose product vanishes as soon as their activity finishes. On the contrary, the labour of the first fixes and realises itself into some vendible commodity. Then they increase social wealth, because their products are durable; whilst the consumption of a menial servant or a soldier only subtracts wealth to society (IV.9.31-32).
However, Smith goes beyond the narrowness of formal definitions when he puts forward a powerful statement about the real way of increasing labour productivity. Such an increase, he says, derives either from the increase in worker's ability or from mechanisation. "But the labour of artificers and manufacturers, as it is capable of being more subdivided, and the labour of each workman reduced to a greater simplicity of operation than that of farmers and country labourers, so it is likewise capable of both these sorts of improvements in a much higher degree" (IV.9.35).
Marx wrote that Smith gives two different definitions of productive labour, as if it was only one. According to the first definition, productive labour is that which exchanges itself with capital; according to the other, it is the labour which produces some durable (physical) modifications. But, Marx objected, if a teacher gives a profit to his entrepreneur without producing any physical object, his labour is not less productive than that of a manufacturer. Much earlier Germain Garnier had made the same case about a theatre manager 42 . To be precise, Smith -while relying on the increase in profit, and especially on manufactures, for the advance of accumulation -never confined productive labour to the production of profit. Nevertheless Marx is right: Smith does not believe that services and intellectual labour can be productive 43 . The Scottish author even repeats and explains in details Petty's thesis that 39 Curiously enough St. Basil (as early as 4 th century) preceded Smith in preferring labour applied to material transformation rather than dance and music, because -he says -the result of the first lasts after its performance (see Gordon 1989, 106) . 40 In this chapter Smith always mentions these three categories together. Probably he considers merchants as productive because they intervene on material commodities in many ways (not because they produce a profit, as Garbero 1980 maintains: 23n) . 41 By Gide and Rist 1909, 69-71 . 42 Marx 1861 -63, ch. 4.3-4, 273-97. Garnier 1802 See also Taylor 1960, 95. durable goods are preferable to "things which are consumed immediately" . This view even suggests a physical, rather than an economic concept of accumulation.
It is true that, as Meek notes, accumulation of Smith's time was essentially based on material production. Roncaglia rightly adds that agriculture and manufacture, that are the bulk of material production, were then the driving force of capitalism, thus of productive labour 44 . However Petty himself, who initially showed an idea of accumulation as physical storing up, had overcome this view. Petty not only puts the production of wage goods, food included, among the most productive, but he always enlists natural scientists among the productive workers (whilst Smith does not mention them), and says that studies can increase the productivity of cultivation (see footnotes above). Genovesi, too, sees farther than Smith about the contribution of intellectual jobs to development (see above).
Smith's reference to material production in the definition of productive labour had negative effects in the following decades. It favoured the criticism of his own supporters. Today we can say that Smith's approach is extremely effective against his critical targets (waste of the aristocracy; parasitism; physiocratic analysis) but depends too much on the polemics of his time. 45 In the end, it does not explain the development process in the long-run.
The comments on Smith form the greatest part of the later literature on productive labour. For the most of time, they interest the reader more about the attitude of the comment's author than about Smith's attitude (with some exceptions). Thus we will examine them in future articles devoted to this literature.
The debate on physiocracy
As early as the 1760s a keen confrontation starts between followers and critics of physiocracy. Before the French Revolution the attention was focused on the physiocrats' economic policy. However Arriquíbar, for instance, is also concerned with theory. He criticises Mirabeau's L'Ami des Hommes, because -he says -not only agriculture but also industry is productive. 46 Like all the 18 th century Spanish authors, Arriquíbar is obsessed by the long-lasting Spain's backwardness, caused by the lack of manufactured production, and maintains the necessity of industrialising the country 47 . Pietro Verri, too, defends the productive nature of both agriculture and handicraft
48
. However, Verri believes that not only public administration but also commerce and transports -although very useful -are not productive, being activities of pure mediation. On the other hand, he defends landlords and their "utility" for society 49 . The productive nature of industry, against the physiocrats, is also stated by Isnard 50 . Storch reminds Graslin's objection to the physiocrats: if land is the only source of wealth, how could industrial and commercial countries survive? To which Turgot replied making a difference between productive nations and waged nations; a childish distinction, comments Storch 51 . Longo -like Boisguilbert, Cantillon and Quesnayfounds the economic process of society on the proprietors' surplus. However, he uses prephysiocratic categories: all occupations are "necessary" insofar as they produce either things (peasants and artisans), or services (merchants, professionals) 52 . After the breakdown of the ancien régime the debate on physiocracy centers more on the general theory and on productive labour (although some author still uses physiocratic categories 44 See respectively Meek 1951, 351-2; Roncaglia 2001, 132. 45 According to Schumpeter 1949, III.6.5.a, 630, Smith wanted to contrast both the physiocratic idea of productive labour confined to agriculture and the mercantilist view of productive labour confined to manufacture's exports. 46 Arriquíbar 1764-70, I.3.6-7, 106-10. 47 See them in Perrotta 2004, 142-4, 191-2 . 48 Verri 1771, section 3, 21-6. 49 Ibid., sections 24, 204-5; 29, 238-9. 50 Isnard 1781, for. ex., p. XIII. 51 Storch 1815, vol. I, 116-17fn. 52 Longo 1773, 340-42. for political purposes) 53 . In actual fact most of the literature devoted to productive labour in 18 th century's last years and in the first two decades of the 19 th is a comparison between Quesnay's and Smith's approaches, as Meek and Steiner -among others -have shown. 54 . In 1797 John Gray (not to be confused with the homonymous Ricardian socialist, who wrote some decades later) maintains that artificers and manufacturers are sterile -although less sterile than menial servants -like a barren field which returns only the seed sown into it (pp. 10-12). Manufacture does not increase national income, although it increases the country's goods (pp. 37-38). Gray repeats the physiocratic thesis that the only valid tax is that on rents (pp. 64-65).
According to Meek, Gray uses the physiocratic theory "not to defend but to attack the landed interests". Indeed he states that, while manufacturers are anyway useful, landlords are a burden on society, because now land rent is separated from the original purpose of the defense of the state.
55 William Spence too is a follower of physiocracy (he writes in 1807-08). But his arguments are rather banal 56 . The Scottish moral philosopher Dugald Stewart, who wrote the first biography of Smith, in his Lectures on Political Economy, while apparently conceding something to Smith, effectively repeats Quesnay's arguments 57 . He states the "pre-eminence" of agriculture (pp. 255, 260) . The latter feeds all laborers and "reproduces a surplus in addition to its value" (p. 264). On the contrary, the artificer, however useful, "adds nothing to the materials of his labour but the value of his own subsistence" (pp. 260-262).
The same holds for the manufacturer and the merchant. Their wages "are a mere transference of wealth" (p. 265). They only give "a greater exchangeable value" (p. 65), "the portion of that produce which he is continually consuming being always equal to the same value which he is continually producing" (p. 261). "The corn which the farmer produces is the free gift of nature and costs nothing to society; [whilst] the manufacturer only changes the form of his commodity" (p. 263).
Again: "the gains of the merchant are but a transference, not a production of riches. The same thing may be said of every species of industry, the object of which is to modify the productions of the earth, without increasing their quantity" (pp. 266-267) . This holds independently from the utility or necessity of a certain labour, so that even the plough-wright is sterile, as Baudeau states, not less "than a lace-maker or an embroiderer" (p. 278).
However the young economists of Stewart's time were critical about physiocracy. According to Steiner, in 1819 the attention to physiocracy dropped suddenly, at least in France, because of the publication of Ricardo's Principles. The same authors who had compared Quesnay and Smith -Garnier, Ganilh, J.-B. Say -now turned to compare Smith with Ricardo, while physiocracy, from a theory, turned to be a doctrine of the past. So that a few years later Say could state that physiocracy "est maintenant complètement abandonné[e], et je ne connais plus une seule personne qui [la] soutienne" ("is now completely abandoned, and I don't know one single person who supports it") 58 .
6. 18 th century followers and critics of Smith Historians generally agree that soon after the Wealth of Nations the progressive attitude of the Enlightenment decayed rapidly and the cultural climate changed sharply. This trend deepened after the French Revolution. The authors who comment Smith on productive labour seem now to have in mind new social strategies.
Some authors are faithful to Smith's treatment of the question. In 1792 Tramontani supports manufactures, which -contrary to agriculture -can feed an unlimited population. He also defends luxury production and sciences, which are not -he says -at the bottom in the ranks of economic activities 59 . Biffi Tolomei criticizes those who believe that value is produced only by agriculture, not by manufacture 60 . Jeremy Bentham follows Smith very close. He condemns prodigality and unproductive classes, who add nothing to social wealth, and distinguishes four kinds of occupations: those totally unproductive (menial servants in excess, musicians, etc. often mentioned); production of goods for fast consumption (luxury food, etc.); production of durable goods (dressing, furniture, and building); production of goods which serve for farther production, independently from their durability 61 . The ponderous three-volume work of Lüder is written on Smith's footsteps, as the sub-title explains 62 . About Smith's statement that he who has many workers at his dependence grows rich, while he who has many menial servants grows poor, Lüder reminds the Fugger, who had been rich as merchants and poor as . Unproductive workers are maintained mainly by rent and profit, but also by the consumption of productive workers and by the taxes paid by the latter (pp. 260-261). Lüder is effective in treating the luxury and idleness of the citycapitals: Warsaw, "the new and the old Rome"; and Naples, where "pomp and ostentations live together with extreme poverty" (264). "Industry -he states -only creates; but it is thrift that accumulates" (p. 266). He adds that the export of money (to buy foreign luxuries) is the effect, not the cause, of a country's decadence (268-270). However it is preferable to spend in durable luxury goods -which give work to the poor, according to the old idea -than in immediate consumption (pp. 271-279).
However, other authors are skeptical about Smith's analysis on productive labour. In 1796 Germain Garnier criticizes it. Also non material products, he writes, are sold and give a "profit", although in their case there is not the entrepreneur's mediation. Then the labour that produces them is productive 63 . But such a wise notation drives Garnier to more radical statements, in which the difference between capital and income -that is the very core of Smith's analysis -disappears. In 1802 he publishes a French translation of the Wealth of Nations, accompanied by extended comments. In Note XX, devoted to our theme, Garnier confirms that it is not the proportion between capital and income in society that determines the proportion between productive and unproductive labour. The latter depends on custom and on industrial development (p. 177).
He mixes arguments of different nature. All occupations are productive in so far as they give enjoyments (p. 171). Also domestic work is productive because prevents goods from deterioration (p. 172). And: why the violin-maker should be productive and the violin-player unproductive? The same holds about the difference between the confectioner who satisfies my taste and the musician who satisfies my hearing; or a road-builder and a magistrate of roads (pp. 172-174) . Why the maker of ornaments should be more productive than a professional who provides an artistic enjoyment (pp. 178-179)?
Here Garnier opens an approach -the casuistry of productive or unproductive occupationswhich became very popular. He often confuses individual utility and social utility. Then he goes back to the physiocratic thesis that agricultural labour is more important because it produces a surplus 64 . In the second edition of his translation (1822) Garnier re-writes completely the Note on productive labour (now it is the 49 th ). He repeats his casuistic arguments: many menial servants fix 59 Tramontani 1792, 293-4. 60 Biffi Tolomei 1792, 61. 61 Bentham 1801b, 285; 1801a, 139; see also 1801a, 138; 1800, 237. 62 Lüder 1800-04. The sub-title is "Reworked in accordance with Adam Smith". The pages cited are in vol. 1, ch. 4: 255-79. 63 G. Garnier 1796, 38-9; 1802, vol. V, 175-6 . 64 Garnier 1802, vol. V, 183ff . See also his Preface in the first vol. of the 1802 edition. their work on material objects; many wage-earners do not; many non-material jobs are linked to the production of material products (pp. 132-135); not all material products can be accumulated (p. 131); etc. His basic idea is that any product has value if there is a consumer who pays for it (p. 132). In the end, he states, both types of labour (productive or unproductive) are limited by the extension of needs. Thus society does not gain by extending one of them at the expenses of the other (p. 127).
Germain Garnier is the blueprint of most of the criticisms raised during the classical period. However, well before his last comments, authors like Sismondi, J.-B. Say, Lauderdale, etc. commented Smith's conception of productive labour with a different view. They were in a completely new cultural environment, determined by the forcible rise of factories. Their development model was no more concerned with luxury and waste. It was concerned with subsistence wages, increase in population, profit accumulation. A new perspective was now open to the analysis of productive labour.
Conclusions
Maybe our reader is now thinking: "Why should we bother about a wrong distinction, which does not help in understanding real economy? Insofar as a certain labour can to get an income, it is anyway productive". Such an idea, accepted by most economists, implies some neoclassical principles: exchange and prices (not production and consumption) are the basis of economic processes; microeconomics and individual behaviour determine the macro-processes, while the reverse does not happen. In the end this approach also implies that growth is the natural effect of free trade, and economic policy only consists in removing the obstacles to the spontaneous market forces.
However the economists who used the distinction productive/unproductive labour had evidently another view. They were mainly concerned with development, even when treating of exchange and prices. They were convinced that development generally requires a public policy explicitly aimed at it. Their analyses wanted to find out which sectors of production were more dynamic and more useful to development; then which sectors deserved to be more supported.
The original approach to the question -that of Petty, Cantillon, Hume, Genovesi and many others -wanted to increase employment by enlarging the more productive sectors, above all manufacture. They also aimed at diminishing the burden of priests, lawyers, literates and other professionals, when their number was in excess in respect to social necessity.
The physiocrats were committed to develop agriculture, which was then trapped -in France and elsewhere -in a pre-modern social economy. Smith -like Verri and other Enlightenment authors -wanted to increase modern production by reducing the luxury of the aristocrats, which wasted capital and labour in a parasitic consumption. Classical economists had the common aim of fostering profit production at the expense of rent.
The distinction revived in the 1940s, up to the 1970s, because of the radical turn of capitalist economy in the 1930s: that is, the intervention of the state to protect and promote accumulation and support demand. Smithians and Marxists, especially, asked themselves whether public employees or workers of the state companies contributed to profit production or not; whether the growing intervention of the state was supporting accumulation or parasitism.
Finally, the present crisis puts the question of unproductive labour in yet another way (the general increase in demand is no more a sufficient remedy). Let us hint to just two examples. Firstly, today, in western economies, most of the traditional production sectors undergo a permanent excess of supply. Does the production in excess promote or hinder development? Does it hide into itself unproductive labour? If so, how can we relocate these workers in more productive sectors? Secondly, what about the activities of unbridled financial speculation, which largely overcome the world production? Is that too productive labour?
